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About This Game

Crawlspace: The Mansion is a single player escape game set in a mysterious hotel, meant to be played near the
Halloween season. It is non-VR and VR.

It is the night before Halloween. The year is 1986. You are a young woman named Lisa Ranier who is visiting her famous
uncle's abandoned estate and hotel in Maine. A sailor, archeologist, and explorer, Uncle Theopold Ranier's letters ceased 10

years earlier, just as he was completing a circumnavigation of the south seas. He last spoke that he was in search of the
"Emerald of the Sea," after a freak storm had swept his lovely wife Katherine overboard. It's a tragic tale, and an especially
neglected mansion, and you, Lisa, being the sole heir, have decided to check it out yourself, despite the odd letter from the

locals speaking of mysterious green lights, and an odd beacon once a year on Halloween.

Bravely you arrive a little after 10 pm, the earliest a cab could deliver you, when suddenly the front gates close and lock behind
you, impossibly icy to the touch. You decide to venture inside to look for a key. Will you find more than you bargained for?

Features
Crawlspace: The Mansion features an interactive environment of an old hotel. As the clock ticks down to "The Witching Hour"

you must find keys and find your way out. Terrifying manifestations may be gentle at first, but you will soon regret your
decision to 'visit' Uncle Theo. Spirits travel the halls: some you see and some you don't, and there are dozens of interactive

objects, from drawers to doors to vases. Watching out for the paintings! Something soon becomes aware of your presence, and
there is a deeper mystery to the Emerald of the Sea. The person most angered by your presence is surely Katherine, the ghost.

If you can maintain your wits, you might survive and escape, but most will not.
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Crawlspace: The Mansion  is not, literally, for the weak of heart.
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Title: Crawl Space: The Mansion
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Project Whitecard Studios Inc., Xefier Games Inc.
Publisher:
EvolVR Games Ltd.
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 SP1 or later

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-3470/AMD FX™ 8100 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 600 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1x USB 2.0 or better port

English
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Not worth your time.

Find keys to unlock doors is the gameplay. Not sure when this ends. Very cheap AI chase the player as you progress, No check
points and keys are hard to find. No story or gameplay tips. Runs poor on 1070. Should be early access at best.. Tried the game
in non vr . No intro , no options , just in to a courtyard with no idea of what was expected . No way to influence anything but
rattle doors that were locked .
Game not ready for release , asked for refund .. great game the keys change everytimes of places so a great replayability and
more we find keys more the enemies are quick and as soon we are touch we enter in a red phase and there is great events and
often different so i recommand this game the immersion is amazig and, really nice graphism and the mansion is really nice too
to visit so i recommand this game
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